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rN THE COURT OF AppTTIONAL CHIEF JUpTCTAL MAGTSTRATE

BONGAIGAON

P.R.C. No. 156 of 2019 U/S 44t129413231506134 of IPC

State

-Vs-

1. Md, Abdul Mannan

S/O- Manuruddin

2. Hanif Uddin

S/O- Abdul Mannar Ali

3, Hashar Bhanu

W/O- Abdul Mannan

All are from village- No. 3, Jaraguri

P.S.- Manikpur, District- Bongaigaon (Assam)

....,.. Accused

Present: Shri Nayanjyoti Choudhury, A.J.S.

For the State: Mrs, R. R. Dutta,,..Learned APP

For accused: Ms, M, Roy, Ms, B. Singha...Learned advocate

Date of Evidence: 17-06-19, 0B-07-19, 03-09-19,03-09-19,

25-11-19, 06-03-20, 15-12-20

Date of argument: 28-01-21

Date of judgment: 72-02-21

IUDGMENT
Brief fact of the case:-

in brief is that the informant Sahabuddin
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2. The prosecution case
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Sheikh on 26-12-2018 lodged the FIR before l/C, Gerukabari OP which
was later on forwarded to O/C, Manikpur P.S. alleging that on 25-12-lB
at 4 pm the accused above ndmed trespassed into his residence
alleging that the informant spread rumors of the daughter of Bellal Ali
and broke her marriage and hit the informant along with Asma Khatun,
abeda Khatun, Sajima Khatun and Ajufa Khatun equipped with lathi
ausing injuries. The accused Hanif Uddin snatched the hair of Sabeda

Khatun who was the daughter in law of informant and tore her heir. The
accused also harassed the wife of the informant and took away a
golden year ring from her and hence the case. The FIR was registered
as Manikpur P.S. case No. 408|2OIB uls L431447132513191506 of tpC.
After investigation police submitted the charge sheet u/s
447129413231500134 of IPC against the accused persons named above.
The accused persons named above made their appearances and copies
of the relevant documents were furnished to the accused person. The
particulars of offences u/s 447129413231506134 of IPC were explained to
the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
Prosecution examined nine witnesses and exhibited some documents.
During the trial vide order dated 08-07-19 Alina Khatun and Amena
Khatun were impleaded as accused and summons were issued to thenr.
HoweverAlina Kahtun and Amena Khatun were held ccl and their case
was sent to juvenile Justice Board, Bongaigaon for trial. The case
against the remaining accused proceeded. After completion of the
investigation the statements of the accused persons were recorded U/S
313 of cr.P.C, wherein they denied the prosecution case. The accused
have not adduced any defense witness.

3. Points for determination:

(a) Whether the accused persons in furtherance of common intention
on 25-L2-18 at 4 pm at No, 3, Jaraguri committed criminal trespass into
the compound of the informant with an intention to commit any
offence punishable with imprrsonment?

(b) Whether the accused persons in furtherance of common intention
uttered obscene words to the informant and his family on the same
date, place and time?

(c) whether the accused in furtherance of common intention on the
same date, place and time voluntarily caused hurt to the informant and
his family members and also criminally intimidated them as narrated in
the FIR?

4. I have carefully gone through
evidence on record both oral
arguments and the submissions

the case record and perused the entire
and documentary. lhave heard the
made by the learned advocates.
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5. Discussion of evidence, decisions and reasons thereof:

6. The learned A.P,P. appearing for the state has fairly submitted that
there is sufficient evidence in support of the prosecution case. On the
other hand the learned advocate for the accused persons has
submitted and argued that the prosecution witness has not supported
the prosecution case and there is no evidence to show that the
accused persons were involved with the alleged offence, The learned
advocate for the accused persons has further submitted that the
prosecution has miserably failed to prove the case against the accused
persons as alleged beyond all reasonable doubt and the accused
persons are entitled to get acquitted from the charges levelled against
them.

7. Now let us see how far the prosecution has been able to discharqe
its burden to prove the offence leveled against the accused. PW 1Md.
Saharuddin who was the informant in his evidence deposed that he
was the informant and he knew the accused persons. The incident took
place on 25-72-18 at 4 pm at his house. On that day the PW 1 was
having an altercation with Belauddin where he was verbally abusinq
the PW l from his home and the PW l was also scolding him fronr the
boundary, Belauddin was accusing the PW 1of restraining a boy who
was about to come to see his daughter for marriage as that boy was of
a different community and in reply the PW 1 refused the allegations
and both of them were having argument with each other, PW 1 and
Belauddin @ Bellal Ali were arguing some half an hour before the main
incident at 4 pm and after half an hour Bellauddin called the two
accused namely Hanif Uddin and Mannar Ali to his residence. After 10
minutes Bellal Ali, Hanif Uddin and Mannar Ali came to hrs residence
along with Elina, Amena and wife Hasorbhanu. PW l deposed tlrat Elina
and Amena entered his home and caught his daughter in law Shabeda
Khatun and hold her by hair and dragged her outside and then the
accused Hanif Uddin attacked Shabeda Khatun with hands on her body.
The daughters of PW l namely Ajooba Khatun and Shajima Khatun
went forward to rescue his daughter in law and then the accused Hanif
Uddin kicked Ajooba Khatun in her abdomen and also gave two blows
with a stick to shajima Khatun on her upper back, Then the wrfe of tlre
informant namely Asma Khatun came forward and tried to prevent
accused Hanif Uddin and then Hanif Uddin gave a fist blow to her on
her chest and she fell down on the ground. PW 1 was inside his home
and was about to offer his prayers and half prayed and stopped. After
PW l came out of his house his wife stated him that Elina has snatched
away,her golden earrings and he did not see the incident. Later again
PW l deposed that he came out and saw the incident. Two villagers
namely Latif Ali and Fazila came forward [o prevent ttre accuscci antl
then the accused Hanif Uddin kicked the PW 1on his back and left thai
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place with threatening that he would
future. Then PW 1 went to Gerukabari
taken to hospital for treatment and on
complaint in the Police station. The FIR

the PW 1 put his thumb rmpression.

see the PW 1 one day in the
OP and from there they were

the next day he filed a'written
was exhibited as Ext, 1 wherein

L PW 2 Shabeda Khatun deposed that the informant was her father in
law and the accused are known to her. The incident took place on 25-
12-18 at 4 pm in her residence. PW 2 was at her residence and then
Elina Khatun and Amena Khatun entered into her home and caught her
and held her hair and dragged the PW 2 to outside her home and then
accused Hanif Uddin and Hasorbhanu attacked lrer with hands. pW 2
deposed that Hanif Uddin also verbally assaulted her with words like "l
will marry you and will do bad activity with me". PW 2 deposed that
Hanif Uddin also tore her clothes. PW 2 deposed that Mannar Ali was
standing with a Da. PW 2 deposed that Hanif uddin also physically
attacked her sister in laws shajima Khatun and Aljoba Khatun in her
abdomen. When Elima and Amena were holding the pW 2 her mother'
in law Asma Khatun came forward to rescue her and then Hanif Uddin
gave her a fist blow on her chest and she fell down and then Elima and
Amena snatched away her mother in law's golden earrings. Then
neighbours Latif and Fulsan came there and prevented the accusect
and rescued the PW 2 and thereafter they went to police station and
from there they were taken to hospttal for treatment.

9. PW 3 Asma Bibi deposed that the informant was her husband ancl
the accused were known to her and were related to her. The incident
took place on 25-12-18 at 4 pm at her residence. pW 3 was at home
and then Elina Khatun and Amena Khatun and their mother
Hasorbhanu entered into her residence and caught her daughter in law
shabeda Bibi and dragged her outside their home and then accusecl
Hanif Uddin and his father Abdul Mannan attacked her daughter in law.
Hanif Uddin and Abdul Mannan came with Beki Da. Hanif Uddin gave a
fist blow to the PW 3. Hearing hues and cries her husband sahajuddin
came out after Namaaz and these two accused also caught he-.r

husband and also gave fist blows to him and also hit hrm with a
wooden log used for grinding rice over his waist. Then many peopls
came forward and stopped the fight, After that pw 3 was given fist
blows. Amena and Elima caught her hair and also scratched all over
her face and caught her earrings and pulled away one gold earring of
her left ear, PW 3 deposed that later on her husband filed a complairrt
in the police station and they were taken to hospital.

10. PW 4 Sajima Khatun deposed that the informant was her father ancj
the accused were known to her and were related to her. The incident
took place on 25-12-18 at 4 pm at her residence. Her father and one
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Billal Ali had an altercation with each other with respect to breaking
Billal's daughter's marriage. Then the accused went to the house of
Billal Ali and had some discussions and thereafter daughters of
accused Abdul Mannan, Elina and Amena Khatun came to her house
and caught her sister in law Shabeda Khatun and dragged her outside
their home and bet her. Hanif Uddin and Hasorbhanu also beat
Shabeda Khatun on her upper back and also caught and pulled her by
her hair. When PW 4 went to rescue her sister in law, Hanif Uddin also
beat her and her sister Ajoba Khatun and PW 4 was kicked rn her
abdomen. Then her father appeared there and he was also beaten by
accused Hanif Uddin and Mannan in his waist, Then many villagers
came and stopped the fight and then the PW 4 went to Goraimari
Hospital and then went to the police station and filed the complaint.
PW 4 deposed that she sustained rnjuries at her upper back,

11. PW 5 Ajofa Khatun deposed that the informant was her father and
the accused were her father's aunt, uncle and son. The incident took
place on 25-12-J.B at 4 pm at her residence. Elina, Amena and
Hasurbhanu came to her house and caught her sister in law and beal
her up and when PW 5 went to stop them Hanif Uddin also beat her in
her abdomen. Her father was offering Namaaz anci hearing the
commotion came and then her father was also beaten by Hanrf Uddrn
with a bamboo and her mother was also hit on her chest by someone.
PW 5 deposed that she did not see who hit her mother. PW 5 was taken
to hospital.

12. PW 6 Dr. Hasmat Ali who was the M/O of this case deposed that on
25-12-18 he was posted as Medical Officer at Bijni Statc Dispensary
and at around 9 pm he examined Sabeda Khatun, aged 22 years in
reference with Manikpur P.S. Case No. 408/18 uls L431441132513791509
of lPC. PW 6 deposed that there were police escort but he did not write
the names of the police personals. PW 6 deposed that on examination
he found pain over neck, head and right knee. The rnjuries were srmple
caused by blunt object, PW 6 further examined Saharuddin, SiO-
Bashiruddin, aged 40 years and found pain on left shoulder and lumber
region. The injuries were simple caused by blunt object. The pw 6
further examined sajima Khatun, aged 18 years and found pain on
upper back, chest and abdomen. The injuries were simple caused by
blunt object. The PW 6 further examined Ajoba Khatun, aged 9 years
and found pain in abdomen. The injury was simple and caused by blunt
object. The medical reports were exhibited as Ext. 2,3, 4 and 5. Ttre
signatures of PW 6 were exhibited as Ext. 2(1), 3(1),4(1) and 5(1).

13, piv z Abdul Latiz deposed that he know the informant and the
accused persons as they were his neighbours. The incident took place
on 25-12-18 at 4 pm, PW 7 was working at his residence and then he
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saw accused Abdul Mannar along with his two daughters comtng to the
residence of the informant and before that accused Hanif Uddin went
to the informant's house and beat up the children of the informant with
a stick and kicks, Hearing the commotion PW 7 went to the informant's
house. The informant had four children and all were beaten by accused
Hanif Uddin. PW 7 went there to separate the parties and to stop the
fight but the accused Abdul Mannar was carrying a dao in his hands
and he showed the Da towards the PW 7 and then in fear the PW 7

returned home. PW 7 deposed that someone attacked the informant
with a stick and he fell down but the PW 7 deposed that he did not see
who gave the blow to the informant, PW 7 deposed that the wife of the
informant said that she had lost one gold earring and the other one she
was wearing in her ears. The informant's elder brother Kasumuddirt
came there after the fight was over and he were having a discussion
with the accused and the informant along with the PW 7 was at home.
PW 7 deposed that Hanif Uddin came and beat the children due to
anger with some previous incident which he did not know.

14. PW 8 Fazila Khatun deposed that she knew the informant and the
accused persons as they were her nerghbours. The incident took place
one year ago on a 25'n day at around 4 pm. PW B heard a conrnrot on ,:'.
the informant's house and saw from her paddy fields but she drd not
go. PW 8 deposed that she did not know what happened and also did
not hear anything from anyone.

15. PW 9 ASI Sunil Sarkar who was the l/O of this case deposed that on
26-72-18 he was discharging his duty as ASI in Gerukabari OP. On 26-
12-18 at 7:30 pm the informant Sahajuddin Sheikh lodged one FIR

before Gerukabari OP which was forwarded to Manikpur P,S. for
registration and O/C, Manikpur P.S. endorsed PW 9 to investigate the
case which was registered as Manikpur P.S. Case No.40B of 2018 u/s
1431447132513191506 of lPC. On 27-12-lB PW 9 visited the place of
occurrence Jaraguri, Pt, 3. PW 9 recorded the statement of the
witnesses and draw sketch map.He interrogated the informant. PW 9
did not found the accused on that day. The injured was send to medical
for treatment, On 28-),2-18 PW 9 collected the medical report. Notice
were issued to the accused persons and they appeared before polrce
who were later on released on bail as the alleged offences were found
to be bail able. On 28-02-19 aftercompletion of investigation PW 9 frled
charge sheet against the accused Abdul Mannan, Hanif Uddin, Hashor
Bhanu uls 441129413231506134 of lPC, Ext. 6 sketch map, Ext. 6(1) was
his srgnature, Ext,7 charge sheet, Ext.7(1)was his signature.

16. Now from the evidence of the witnesses it is seen that the pw 1

deposed that the accused Hanif Uddin attacked Shabeda Khatun with
hands on her body. shabeda Khatun as PW 2 deposed that accused
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Hanif Uddin and Hasorbhanu attacked her with hands, PW 3 Asma Bibi
deposed that accused Hanif Uddin and his father Abdul Mannan
attacked her daughter in law. PW 4 Sajima Khatun deposed that Hanif
Uddin and Hasorbhanu also beat Shabeda Khatun on her upper back
and also caught and pulled her by her hair. lt is seen that the witnesses

/^rJY.:ri+\ have been making contradictory statements regarding the involvement

/8/ *W \YZ\ of Abdul Mannan and Hashorbhanu in the assault of Shabeda Khatun.

U,' .i'# \Qi But it is seen that they are corroborating to the fact that Hanif Uddin
t0\ ,.m Lil had assaulted Shabeda Khatun. Moreover in the cross examination ofhad assaulted Shabeda Khatun. Moreover in the cross examination of

f6h***'a,#/ the witnesses there is nothing to hold the view that there exist any
Qb shadow of doubt in the involvement of Hanif Uddin in the aforesaid

assault. Again it is seen from the evidence that the witnesses has been
corroborating the fact that the accused Hanif Uddln had assaulted the
informant, his wife and children and the medical documents were
corroborating the injuries alleged to be get in the assault. However the
witnesses had been contradicting regarding the involvement of Abdul
Mannan and Hashorbhanu in the alleged incident. lt is further seen that
the incident took place in the compound of the informant. But it cannot
be ascertained whether the accused Abdul Mannan or tlashorbhanLr
had took participation in the assault or not.

77. Now considering the above made discussion it is appeared to me
that the prosecution has not been able to establish the case beyond all
reasonable doubt against the accused Abdul Mannan and Hashorbhanu
so benefit of doubts were given to the aforesaid accused, Hence the
accused Abdul Mannan and Hashorbhanu are acquitted from the
offences uls 441129413231500134 of lPC.

18. However considering the evidence of the witnesses, the exhibited
documents, relevant laws and other attending facts it is appeared to
me that the accused Hanif Uddin had committed criminal trespass into

iHl. ,mv\-1

wk/ ,/; the campus of the informant voluntarily caused hurt to the informant

, A' 
' and his family members causing simple injury, hence the accused

A.u *;*- Jayanta Rai is convicted for an offence uls 4411323 of lpC. However the
,^ . -S,t-"-df prosecution has not been able to discharqe the burden [o prove that\^ .^ j,t:u5,t prosecution has not been able to discharge the burden [o prove that
;$l[i#' Hanif Uddin had committed offences punishable uls 2g41506 of tpC,ra-rrl''" hence Hanif Uddin is acquitted from the offenses u/s Zg4l506 of lpC.

19, Now section a(l) of The Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 says,
When any person is found guilty of having committed an offence not
punishable with death or imprisonment for life and the Court by which
the person is found guilty is of opinion that, having regard to the
circu.mstances of the case including the nature of the offence and the
character of the offender, it is expedient to release him on probation of
good conduct, then, notwithstanding anything contained in any othetr
law for the time being in force, the court may, instead of sentencing
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him at once to any punishment that he be released on his entering into
a bond, with or without sureties, to appear and receive sentence when
called upon during such period, not exceeding three years, as the Court
may direct, and in the meantime to keep the piece and be of good
behavior. ln this case at hand considering the circumstances of the
case and the nature of the offence and circumstances of the case I am
not inclined to extend the benefit of the aforesaid Act to the convict.

20, lhave heard the convict. The convicts stated that he is a young
person and this offence was his first offences hence prayed for showing
leniency. Now the punishment provided for an offence u/s 323 of IPC

was imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to
one year or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees, or
with both. Again the punishment provided for an offence uls 447 of IPC

was imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to
three months or with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees or
with both. Now as submitted by the convict that the offence was his
first offence, Since the convict is not habituate criminal and the otfence
was committed by him for the first time so lthink rmposing of fine
instead of imprisonment will be proper in this case. Hence an amount
of Rs. 1000/- only is imposed upon the convict as fine for the offence
uls 323 of IPC and an amount of Rs. 500/- only is imposed upon the
convict as frne for the offence uls 447 of IPC amounting to Rs, 1500/-
only in total. lt is further directed that the Convict shall undergo simpie
imprisonment of one month in default of fine.

21. Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the convict immediately.

22. Accordingly the case is disposed of on contest under the following
order,

c.i
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ln view of the evidence of the witness, the material available with the
case record and the argument put forwarded by the Learned APP and

the learned advocate for the accused person I am of the opinion that
the prosecution has not been able to discharge its burden to show that
the accused Abdul Mannan and Hashorbhanu had been involved with
the alleged offences and as such the accused Abdul Mannan and
Hashorbhanu are acquitted from the alleged offences against them.
The prosecution further has not been able to show that the accttsed
Hanif Uddin is involved with the alleged offence uls 2941506 of IPC

hence he is acquitted from the aforesaid offences. However the
prosecution has been able to establish the case against the accused
person Hanif Uddin as against alleged offences uls 4411323 of IPC

beyond all reasonable doubt, Hence the accused Hantf Uddin is

convicted uls 4471323 of IPC and is sentenced to pay a ftne of Rs

1500/- only, lt is further directed that the Convict shall undergo simple
imprisonment of one month in default of fine. Furnish a free copy of the
judgment to the convict immediately. The case is disposed of on

contest accordingly.

Given under my hand and seal on this 12'h day of February 2021
at Bongaigaon.

Dictated and corrected by me,

a-
\

Nayanjyoti Choudhury

Addr ffi;^
Nayanjyoti Choudhury

Addt. cn$;*E*ffio,
Ut4F$sf,fi



APPENDIX

Prosecution Exhibits:

Ext. 1- FIR

Ext, 2, 3, 4 and 5- Medical report

Ext, 6- Sketch map

Ext. 7- Charge sheet

Defense Exhibits:

Nil

Witnesses Exhibits:

Nil

Prosecution Witness:

PW 1- Md. Saharuddin

PW 2- Shabeda Khaun

PW 3- Asma Bibi

PW 4- Sajima Khatun

PW 5- Dr. Hasmat Ali

PW 7- Abdul Latiz

PW B- Fazila Khatun

PW 9- Sunil Sarkar, ASI

Defense Witness:

Nit

Court Witness:

Nit
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